Can kiteboarding enhance quality of life among cancer survivors?
Kite4Life believes that kiteboarding can help cancer survivors deal with the
psychological consequences of their disease. We base this belief not only on our
own personal experience, but also on scientific research, a short overview of which is
given below.
The number of cancer survivors is increasing
Largely due to dramatic advances in cancer treatment and management, there is a
steady increase in the number of cancer survivors, that is people diagnosed with
cancer.[1] For example, as of 1 January 2017, a total of 579.781 people in the
Netherlands had been diagnosed with cancer at some time in the previous 10 years
and were still alive.[2] Patients also live longer after their initial diagnosis.[3] For this
ever growing group of people dealing with a diagnosis and treatment, optimizing
quality of life is essential.
Psychological and physical effects of cancer
A cancer diagnosis often brings adverse psychological and physical effects. Some of
these are due to the treatment of the disease, but others are caused by the emotional
effects of the diagnosis. For instance, one study among young adult survivors (18-32
years old) of childhood cancer showed that nearly 16% of the study sample suffered
from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).[4] Most survivors reported reexperiencing symptoms, but they also experienced other psychological problems,
such as feelings of distress and anxiety.[4] Cancer-related fatigue is another
recognized side effect of cancer and its treatment, and affects 70% to 100% of the
cancer patient population.[5] This fatigue can have a profound effect, both physically,
emotionally and mentally[6], and can persist for months or even years following
completion of treatment. Unsurprisingly, it can have a phenomenal impact on a
patient’s life, interfering with daily activities[7] and may also potentially have
devastating social and economic consequences.[8] Fatigue can hinder a patient’s
chance of remission or even cure, owing to the effect it can have on the desire to
continue treatment.[9] All the above factors mean that cancer survivors suffer from
poorer quality of life than people without cancer.[4,10]
Benefits of exercise
We have all heard about the health benefits of exercise. Less well known is that
studies have shown that exercise may also be beneficial to people who have finished
cancer treatment, reducing negative outcomes and improving the quality of life.[11]
Scientists have also found that a better quality of life may predict longer life.[12] A
2012 review looked at the effect of exercise on quality of life and areas of life related
to quality of life, such as tiredness, anxiety and emotional health among people who

had finished their cancer treatment.[3] The review, which included 40 trials with a
total of 3694 participants, showed that exercise improved overall quality of life right
after the exercise program was completed.[3] Exercise may also reduce the person’s
worry about his or her cancer, and affect the way the person views his or her body.[3]
Additionally exercise may also help the way the person deals with emotions,
sexuality, sleep problems, or functions in society.[3] Exercise also reduced anxiety,
tiredness, and pain at different times during and after the exercise program.[3,13]
Benefits of adventurous exercise
A growing body of literature suggests that adventurous exercise (such as
kiteboarding) may have advantages beyond the improvements in physical health
offered by conventional exercise. Adventurous exercise, also known as extreme
sports, challenge the participant in a unique manner, allowing them to encounter and
overcome physical obstacles through use of personal skills and competencies.[14]
These experiences could bring improvements to psychological health and wellbeing.[15-17]
These adventurous exercise or extreme sports are not only for the daredevils
amongst us who score highly on mental toughness. With research showing that
personality traits are less set in stone than previously thought[15], involvement in
challenging activities may increase mental toughness and help to develop resilience,
which in turn serves to buffer the impact of stressful live events.[18] Mental
toughness has also been linked to the experience of flow, the latter often being
placed at the very heart of many outdoor experiences.[19] Flow is basically the state
of mind in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else matters.
Experiencing flow brings with it a number of psychological benefits.[20]
Lastly, the fact that adventurous exercise usually takes place outdoors is also a
factor. The benefits of natural environments are recognized.[21] One explanation for
these findings is that the aesthetic, spiritual and novel qualities of natural or
unfamiliar environments promote personal development, well-being and self- and
environmental awareness.[16,22]
Kiteboarding for cancer survivors
Kiteboarding is an adventure sport ideally adapted to conditions in the Netherlands:
beautiful beaches, enough windy days and many professional kiteboarding schools
offer plenty of opportunity to pick up this sport and enjoy a day at the beach. The
combination of the outdoors, the physical activity and the mental stimulation mean
that learning to kiteboard offers cancer survivors the opportunity to enhance their
quality of life.
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